
Model No. Dimensions Weight  Dog age Size:Medium Material

21227 14 x 8 x 6.5 cm 90g Puppy, Adult  For Dogs 15-35 lbs Etpu

With a strong presence in China, Heao Group has earned its reputation as a leading supplier, dedicated to creating 
superior recyclable chew ETPU toys .The new material ETPU is durable, flexible bounce which comes from the 
same cutting-edge material as elite running shoe soles.The tennis ball is perfect fetch toy for dogs with strong jaws, 
and the natural, recyclable and bouncy ETPU material will not wear down a dog’s teeth and is safe for the dog 
chewing and playing. 

Advanced E-TPU Material:
Our best chew ETPU fetch toys for dogs with strong 
jaws is crafted from cutting-edge ETPU (Expanded 
Thermoplastic Polyurethane) material. This state-of-the-
art material is created through a specialized 
manufacturing process, resulting in a toy that is 
exceptionally strong, resilient, and non-toxic. The 
absence of any odors ensures a safe and enjoyable play 
experience for your beloved canine companion.
 
Football-Shaped Design:
This recyclable chew toy is ingeniously shaped like a 
football, allowing you and your pup to engage in 
exciting games of fetch and retrieval. Its aerodynamic 
form ensures smooth and effortless throws, while its 
lightweight construction makes it easy for your dog to 
carry and catch.
 
Ideal for Active Play:
The lightweight nature of the E-TPU dog toy makes it 
perfect for high-energy play sessions. Whether it's a 
spirited game of fetch at the park or an energetic game of 
catch in the backyard, this toy helps your dog get the 
exercise they need to stay fit and healthy.
 
Water-Friendly and Fun:
The E-TPU material not only excels on land but also 
makes this toy ideal for water-based activities. It 
effortlessly floats on water, allowing your dog to play 
and swim with their football-shaped companion during 
pool time or beach adventures.

Perfect Size for All Dogs:
With its small and manageable size, this ETPU toy is 
suitable for dogs of all ages and sizes. Even small puppies 
can play with it comfortably, making it an ideal choice for 
growing pups.
 
In summary, our extra bouncy ETPU chew toy exemplifies 
cutting-edge innovation and responsible pet care. Its 
dental care benefits, lightweight design, water-friendly 
features, and safe ETPU material make it the perfect 
playtime companion for your furry friend. Treat your 
beloved canine to this modern and eco-friendly toy, and 
witness the joy on their face as they enjoy playful 
adventures filled with dental care and boundless fun!

Please contact us to get more inforamtion if you are insterested in this item.
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